Enlightenment, Romanticism, and
Naturalism

18th Century Enlightenment (1660-1776)
•
•
•
•
•

Jean Racine, Phèdre
Alexander Pope, The Rape of the Lock
Mock Epic and the Rationalization of Myth
Newton, Principia Mathematica (1684)
Palace of Versailles: Louis XIV as Sun King

Jean Racine, Phèdre
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abbey School : Port-Royal-des-Champs
Cornelius Jansen (1640): Original Sin, Predestination
Pascal’s Pensées (1670) : Deus absconditus, Faith
Classicism : Aristotelian complex plot and unities;
Vraisemblance (Verisimilitude), Bienséance (Propriety);
Péripétie (Reversal)
Âté vs. Arête, Hamartia (Hybris), Catharsis
Genealogical curse, Sacrificial Suicide
Psychologizing of Myth (Nekyia and Labyrinth)
Minos, Pasiphae, Ariadne, Theseus, Daedalus, Minotaur
Plato’s Charioteer (5.6.11f.)

Nekyia and Labyrinth
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theramenes (1.1.10-12)
Hippolytus (1.1.36, 82, 89)
Oenone (1.3.75f.)
Ismene (2.1.14f.)
Phaedra (2.5.44f.)***
Theseus (3.5.34f.)

Yes, Prince, I languish, and I burn for him.
I love him, not one whom hell has seen descend,
Fickle worshipper of a thousand diverse ends,
Who’d dishonour the bed of the god of the dead:
But the loyal, proud, even shy man, instead,
Charming, young: drawing after him all hearts.
Such as one depicts the gods: or as you are.
He shares your bearing, your eyes, your speech,
That noble modesty that stains his cheeks,
As when he sailed across our Cretan waters
Worthy to be desired by Minos’ daughters.
What were you doing then? Why gather the heroes,
All the flower of Greece, without Hippolytus?
Why could you, still so young, not be aboard
The ships that brought him once to our shores?
The Cretan monster would have perished there,
At your hand, despite the toils of his vast lair.
To disentangle that confusing problem, too
My sister would have handed you the fatal clew.
No! I’d have been before her with that course,
Love would have swiftly inspired the thought.
I it is, Prince, I whose expert assistance
Would have taught you the windings of the Labyrinth.
With what care I would have cherished your dear head!
Your lover would not have been content with a thread.
A companion in the danger you had to go through,
I myself would have wished to walk ahead of you:
And Phaedra, plunging with you into the Labyrinth,
Would have returned with you, or herself have perished.
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Alexander Pope, The Rape of the Lock
Restoration Charles 2nd
Enlightenment Newton's Principia;
Glorious Revolution: William and Mary
1711
An Essay on Criticism
1712-14
The Rape of the Lock
1715-19
The Iliad
1733-34
An Essay on Man
Iambic pentameter couplets
Rosicrucianism: Fludd Anima Mundi (1617)
Neoclassical: Homeric and Virgilian epics: Mock Epic
1660
1687

Mock Epic and the Psychologizing of Myth
1. Invocation (1. 1-11)
2. Dream Visions (1. 25f.)
3. Arming of the Hero (1.121f.)
4. Sea Voyages (2.47-70)
5. Banquets (105-124)
6. Battles (Cantos 3-4)
7. Descent into Hades (4.1f.).
8. Labyrinth (1.92; 2.23; 2.139)
9. Apotheosis (5.113-50)

BUT anxious Cares the pensive Nymph opprest,
And secret Passions labour'd in her Breast.
Not youthful Kings in Battel seiz'd alive,
Not scornful Virgins who their Charms survive,
Not ardent Lovers robb'd of all their Bliss,
Not ancient Ladies when refus'd a Kiss,
Not Tyrants fierce that unrepenting die,
Not Cynthia when her Manteau's pinn'd awry,
E'er felt such Rage, Resentment and Despair,
As Thou, sad Virgin! for thy ravish'd Hair.
For, that sad moment, when the Sylphs withdrew,
And Ariel weeping from Belinda flew,
Umbriel, a dusky melancholy Spright,
As ever sully'd the fair face of Light,
Down to the Central Earth, his proper Scene,
Repairs to search the gloomy Cave of Spleen.
Swift on his sooty Pinions flitts the Gnome,
And in a Vapour reach'd the dismal Dome.
No cheerful Breeze this sullen Region knows,
The dreaded East is all the Wind that blows.
Here, in a Grotto, sheltred close from Air,
And screen'd in Shades from Day's detested Glare,
She sighs for ever on her pensive Bed,
Pain at her side, and Megrim at her Head.

Two Handmaids wait the Throne: Alike in Place,
But diff'ring far in Figure and in Face.
Here stood Ill-nature like an ancient Maid,
Her wrinkled Form in Black and White array'd;
With store of Pray'rs, for Mornings, Nights, and Noons,
Her Hand is fill'd; her Bosom with Lampoons.
There Affectation with a sickly Mien
Shows in her Cheek the Roses of Eighteen,
Practis'd to Lisp, and hang the Head aside,
Faints into Airs, and languishes with Pride;
On the rich Quilt sinks with becoming Woe,
Wrapt in a Gown, for Sickness, and for Show.
The Fair ones feel such Maladies as these,
When each new Night-Dress gives a new Disease.

A constant Vapour o'er the Palace flies;
Strange Phantoms rising as the Mists arise;
Dreadful, as Hermit's Dreams in haunted Shades,
Or bright as Visions of expiring Maids.
Now glaring Fiends, and Snakes on rolling Spires,
Pale Spectres, gaping Tombs, and Purple Fires:
Now Lakes of liquid Gold, Elysian Scenes,
And Crystal Domes, and Angels in Machines.
Unnumber'd Throngs on ev'ry side are seen
Of Bodies chang'd to various Forms by Spleen.
Here living Teapots stand, one Arm held out,
One bent; the Handle this, and that the Spout:
A Pipkin there like Homer's Tripod walks;
Here sighs a Jar, and there a Goose Pie talks;
Men prove with Child, as pow'rful Fancy works,
And Maids turn'd Bottels, call aloud for Corks.

Romanticism

Enlightenment (1660-1776)
Aristocratic
Social Order
Reason
Descartes: Cogito Ergo Sum
Versailles

Romanticism (1776-1850)
Democratic
Individual
Feeling and Imagination
Rousseau: “I felt before I thought”
Country Gardens

Secularization:
•
•
•
•

John Keats: “Agnostic Humanism,” “Negative Capability”
“Christian Supernaturalism”: Milton, Paradise Lost
“Agnostic Humanism”: Wordsworth, The Prelude
Heilsgeschichte to Bildungsgeschichte

Goethe, Faust
•
•
•
•
•
•

1770: U of Strasbourg for law; J.G. Herder, Sturm und Drang
1774: Sorrows ofYoungWerther (Bildungsroman)
1775: Weimar diplomat; writing and science (plants, color)
1786-87: Italienische Reise; Iphigenie an Taurus
1794-1808: Schiller (Classicism, folk ballads); Faust 1 (1808)
1809-19: Elective Affinities; Theory of Color; Divan ofWest and East
Persian poetry and Weltliteratur
• 1790-1823: Faust: Magus, Rosicrucian Alchemy (Solomon's
Seal as Macrocosm)
• 1832: Faust Part Two

«Mein Sohn, was birgst du so bang dein Gesicht?» –
Siehst, Vater, du den Erlkönig nicht?
Den Erlenkönig mit Kron und Schweif? –
«Mein Sohn, es ist ein Nebelstreif.» –

“My son, what makes you hide your face in fear?” –
Father, don’t you see the Erlking?
The Erlking with crown and flowing robe? –
“My son, it’s a wisp of fog.” –

«Du liebes Kind, komm, geh mit mir!
Gar schöne Spiele spiel’ ich mit dir;
Manch bunte Blumen sind an dem Strand,
Meine Mutter hat manch gülden Gewand.»

“You dear child, come along with me!
Such lovely games I’ll play with you;
Many colorful flowers are at the shore,
My mother has many a golden garment.”

Mein Vater, mein Vater, und hörest du nicht,
Was Erlenkönig mir leise verspricht? –
«Sei ruhig, bleibe ruhig, mein Kind;
In dürren Blättern säuselt der Wind.» –

My father, my father, and do you not hear
What the Erlking promises me so softly? –
“Be quiet, stay quiet, my child;
In the dry leaves the wind is rustling.” –

«Willst, feiner Knabe, du mit mir gehn?
Meine Töchter sollen dich warten schön;
Meine Töchter führen den nächtlichen Reihn,
Und wiegen und tanzen und singen dich ein.»

“Won’t you come along with me, my fine boy?
My daughters shall attend to you so nicely.
My daughters do their nightly dance,
They’ll rock you and dance you and sing you to sleep.”

Mein Vater, mein Vater, und siehst du nicht dort
Erlkönigs Töchter am düstern Ort? –
«Mein Sohn, mein Sohn, ich seh es genau:
Es scheinen die alten Weiden so grau.»

My father, my father, and do you not see over there
Erlking’s daughters in that dark place? –
“My son, my son, I see it most definitely:
It’s the willow trees looking so grey.”

«Ich liebe dich, mich reizt deine schöne Gestalt;
Und bist du nicht willig, so brauch ich Gewalt.»
Mein Vater, mein Vater, jetzt faßt er mich an!
Erlkönig hat mir ein Leids getan! –

“I love you; I’m charmed by your beautiful form;
And if you’re not willing, then I’ll use force.”
My father, my father, now he’s grabbing hold of me!
Erlking has done me harm! –

Dem Vater grausets, er reitet geschwind,
Er hält in Armen das ächzende Kind,
Erreicht den Hof mit Mühe und Not;
In seinen Armen das Kind war tot

The father shudders, he rides swiftly,
He holds in (his) arms the moaning child.
He reaches the farmhouse with effort and urgency.
In his arms the child was dead.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tJbJvKzuEo

• Jungian Midlife Crisis (Nekyia / Individuation); German dialectic
(Hegel, Schopenhauer, Marx, Nietzsche)
• Walpurgisnacht: Sublime (Friedrich); Sturm and Drang; Folklore
(Saint's Day April 30 fused with pagan May Day (orgies on Brocken in
Harz mountains near Schierke) and Classical mysteries (labyrinth;
Maenads, mountains, torches, Baubo of Dionysian, Eleusinian
mysteries; Dido and Aeneas)
• Ars Moriendi: End Part Two: Burial, Death, and Competition
between devils and Angels for Faust's Soul (667-73). Redemption and
Heavenly ascent in "Mountain Gorges": 3 Paters: Ecstaticus (St.
Anthony), Profundus (St. Bernard), and Seraphicus; 3 female
penitants (Magna Peccatrix, Mulier Samartina, and Maria Aegyptica)
and the Virgin Mary; symmetrical balance beginning of the poem,
replacing the three Angels (Raphael, Michael, Gabriel) and the Lord
with a feminine quaternity (3/4). The whole = Biblical cycle,
secularized?

It is an ancient Mariner,
And he stoppeth one of three.
‘By thy long grey beard and glittering eye,
Now wherefore stopp’st thou me?
The Bridegroom’s doors are opened wide,
And I am next of kin;
The guests are met, the feast is set:
May’st hear the merry din.’
He holds him with his skinny hand,
‘There was a ship,’ quoth he.
‘Hold off! unhand me, grey-beard loon!’
Eftsoons his hand dropt he.
He holds him with his glittering eye—
The Wedding-Guest stood still,
And listens like a three years’ child:
The Mariner hath his will.
The Wedding-Guest sat on a stone:
He cannot choose but hear;
And thus spake on that ancient man,
The bright-eyed Mariner.

Higher and higher every day,
Till over the mast at noon—’
The Wedding-Guest here beat his breast,
For he heard the loud bassoon.
The bride hath paced into the hall,
Red as a rose is she;
Nodding their heads before her goes
The merry minstrelsy.
The Wedding-Guest he beat his breast,
Yet he cannot choose but hear;
And thus spake on that ancient man,
The bright-eyed Mariner.

The very deep did rot: O Christ!
That ever this should be!
Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs
Upon the slimy sea.
About, about, in reel and rout
The death-fires danced at night;
The water, like a witch’s oils,
Burnt green, and blue and white.
And some in dreams assurèd were
Of the Spirit that plagued us so;
Nine fathom deep he had followed us
From the land of mist and snow.
And every tongue, through utter drought,
Was withered at the root;
We could not speak, no more than if
We had been choked with soot.
Ah! well a-day! what evil looks
Had I from old and young!
Instead of the cross, the Albatross
About my neck was hung.

The western wave was all a-flame.
The day was well nigh done!
Almost upon the western wave
Rested the broad bright Sun;
When that strange shape drove suddenly
Betwixt us and the Sun.
And straight the Sun was flecked with bars,
(Heaven’s Mother send us grace!)
As if through a dungeon-grate he peered
With broad and burning face.
Alas! (thought I, and my heart beat loud)
How fast she nears and nears!
Are those her sails that glance in the Sun,
Like restless gossameres?
Are those her ribs through which the Sun
Did peer, as through a grate?
And is that Woman all her crew?
Is that a DEATH? and are there two?
Is DEATH that woman’s mate?
Her lips were red, her looks were free,
Her locks were yellow as gold:
Her skin was as white as leprosy,
The Night-mare LIFE-IN-DEATH was she,
Who thicks man’s blood with cold.

Beyond the shadow of the ship,
I watched the water-snakes:
They moved in tracks of shining white,
And when they reared, the elfish light
Fell off in hoary flakes.
Within the shadow of the ship
I watched their rich attire:
Blue, glossy green, and velvet black,
They coiled and swam; and every track
Was a flash of golden fire.
O happy living things! no tongue
Their beauty might declare:
A spring of love gushed from my heart,
And I blessèd them unaware:
Sure my kind saint took pity on me,
And I blessed them unaware.
The self-same moment I could pray;
And from my neck so free
The Albatross fell off, and sank
Like lead into the sea.

‘I fear thee, ancient Mariner!’
Be calm, thou Wedding-Guest!
‘Twas not those souls that fled in pain,
Which to their corses came again,
But a troop of spirits blest:
For when it dawned—they dropped their arms,
And clustered round the mast;
Sweet sounds rose slowly through their mouths,
And from their bodies passed.
Around, around, flew each sweet sound,
Then darted to the Sun;
Slowly the sounds came back again,
Now mixed, now one by one.
Sometimes a-dropping from the sky
I heard the sky-lark sing;
Sometimes all little birds that are,
How they seemed to fill the sea and air
With their sweet jargoning!
And now ‘twas like all instruments,
Now like a lonely flute;
And now it is an angel’s song,
That makes the heavens be mute.

A little distance from the prow
Those crimson shadows were:
I turned my eyes upon the deck—
Oh, Christ! what saw I there!
Each corse lay flat, lifeless and flat,
And, by the holy rood!
A man all light, a seraph-man,
On every corse there stood.
This seraph-band, each waved his hand:
It was a heavenly sight!
They stood as signals to the land,
Each one a lovely light;
This seraph-band, each waved his hand,
No voice did they impart—
No voice; but oh! the silence sank
Like music on my heart.

Upon the whirl, where sank the ship,
The boat spun round and round;
And all was still, save that the hill
Was telling of the sound.
I moved my lips—the Pilot shrieked
And fell down in a fit;
The holy Hermit raised his eyes,
And prayed where he did sit.
I took the oars: the Pilot’s boy,
Who now doth crazy go,
Laughed loud and long, and all the while
His eyes went to and fro.
‘Ha! ha!’ quoth he, ‘full plain I see,
The Devil knows how to row.’
And now, all in my own countree,
I stood on the firm land!
The Hermit stepped forth from the boat,
And scarcely he could stand.
‘O shrieve me, shrieve me, holy man!’
The Hermit crossed his brow.
‘Say quick,’ quoth he, ‘I bid thee say—
What manner of man art thou?’
Forthwith this frame of mine was wrenched
With a woful agony,
Which forced me to begin my tale;
And then it left me free.

A slumber did my spirit seal;
I had no human fears:
She seemed a thing that could not feel
The touch of earthly years.
No motion has she now, no force;
She neither hears nor sees;
Rolled round in earth's diurnal course,
With rocks, and stones, and trees.

Five years have past; five summers, with the length
Of five long winters! and again I hear
These waters, rolling from their mountain-springs
With a soft inland murmur.—Once again
Do I behold these steep and lofty cliffs,
That on a wild secluded scene impress
Thoughts of more deep seclusion; and connect
The landscape with the quiet of the sky.
The day is come when I again repose
Here, under this dark sycamore, and view
These plots of cottage-ground, these orchard-tufts,
Which at this season, with their unripe fruits,
Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves
'Mid groves and copses. Once again I see
These hedge-rows, hardly hedge-rows, little lines
Of sportive wood run wild: these pastoral farms,
Green to the very door; and wreaths of smoke
Sent up, in silence, from among the trees!
With some uncertain notice, as might seem
Of vagrant dwellers in the houseless woods,
Or of some Hermit's cave, where by his fire
The Hermit sits alone.

That time is past,
And all its aching joys are now no more,
And all its dizzy raptures. Not for this
Faint I, nor mourn nor murmur; other gifts
Have followed; for such loss, I would believe,
Abundant recompense. For I have learned
To look on nature, not as in the hour
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing oftentimes
The still sad music of humanity,
Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue.—And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things. Therefore am I still
A lover of the meadows and the woods
And mountains; and of all that we behold
From this green earth; of all the mighty world
Of eye, and ear,—both what they half create,
And what perceive; well pleased to recognise
In nature and the language of the sense
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,
The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul
Of all my moral being.

Scarcely had he thrown himself, worn and weary as he was, upon his
bed, when dreams began to wave their pinions over him. He thought he was
sailing in a beautiful vessel on a sea calm and clear as a mirror, with a dark,
cloudy sky vaulted overhead. But when he looked down into the sea he
presently saw that what he had thought was water was a firm, transparent,
sparkling substance, in the shimmer of which the ship, in a wonderful manner,
melted away, so that he found himself standing upon this floor of crystal, with
a vault of black rock above him, for that was rock which he had taken at first
for clouds. Impelled by some power unknown to him he stepped onwards,
but, at that moment, every thing around him began to move, and wonderful
plants and flowers, of glittering metal, came shooting up out of the crystal
mass he was standing on, and entwined their leaves and blossoms in the
loveliest manner. The crystal floor was so transparent that Elis could distinctly
see the roots of these plants. But soon, as his glance penetrated deeper and
deeper, he saw, far, far down in the depths, innumerable beautiful maidens,
holding each other embraced with white, gleaming arms; and it was from
their hearts that the roots, plants, and flowers were growing. And when these
maidens smiled, a sweet sound rang all through the vault above, and the
wonderful metal-flowers shot up higher, and waved their leaves and branches
in joy. An indescribable sense of rapture came upon the lad; a world of love
and passionate longing awoke in his heart.

He took his flint and steel from his pocket, lighted his
candle, and went quickly down the shaft, into the deep cutting
where he had been on the previous day, without seeing anything
of the old man. But what was his amazement when, at the
deepest point, he saw the vein of metal with the utmost clearness
and distinctness, so that he could trace every one of its
ramifications, and its risings and fallings. But as he kept his gaze
fixed more and more firmly on this wonderful vein, a dazzling
light seemed to come shining through the shaft, and the walls of
rock grew transparent as crystal. That mysterious dream which
he had had in Goethaborg came back upon him. He was looking
upon those Elysian Fields of glorious metallic trees and plants, on
which, by way of fruits, buds, and blossoms, hung jewels
streaming with fire. He saw the maidens, and he looked upon the
face of the mighty queen. She put out her arms, drew him to her,
and pressed him to her breast, Then a burning ray darted through
his heart, and all his consciousness was merged in a feeling of
floating in waves of some blue, transparent, glittering mist.

“I only want to tell you, my beloved Ulla,’ he said, in a
faint, trembling voice, ‘that we are just arrived at the summit of
the highest good fortune which it is possible for mortals to
attain. Everything has been revealed to me in the night which is
just over. Down in the depths below, hidden in chlorite and mica,
lies the cherry-coloured sparkling almandine, on which the tablet
of our lives is graven. I have to give it to you as a wedding
present. It is more splendid than the most glorious blood-red
carbuncle, and when, united in truest affection, we look into its
streaming splendour together, we shall see and understand the
peculiar manner in which our hearts and souls have grown
together into the wonderful branch which shoots from the
queen’s heart, at the central point of the globe. All that is
necessary is that I go and bring this stone to the surface, and that
I will do now, as fast as I can. Take care of yourself meanwhile,
beloved darling. I will be back to you directly.”

O what can ail thee, knight-at-arms,
Alone and palely loitering?
The sedge has withered from the lake,
And no birds sing.

She took me to her Elfin grot,
And there she wept and sighed full sore,
And there I shut her wild wild eyes
With kisses four.

O what can ail thee, knight-at-arms,
So haggard and so woe-begone?
The squirrel’s granary is full,
And the harvest’s done.

And there she lullèd me asleep,
And there I dreamed—Ah! woe betide!—
The latest dream I ever dreamt
On the cold hill side.

I see a lily on thy brow,
With anguish moist and fever-dew,
And on thy cheeks a fading rose
Fast withereth too.
“I met a lady in the meads,
Full beautiful—a faery’s child,
Her hair was long, her foot was light,
And her eyes were wild.
I made a garland for her head,
And bracelets too, and fragrant zone;
She looked at me as she did love,
And made sweet moan
I set her on my pacing steed,
And nothing else saw all day long,
For sidelong would she bend, and sing
A faery’s song.

She found me roots of relish sweet,
And honey wild, and manna-dew,
And sure in language strange she said—
‘I love thee true’.

I saw pale kings and princes too,
Pale warriors, death-pale were they all;
They cried—’La Belle Dame sans Merci
Thee hath in thrall!’
I saw their starved lips in the gloam,
With horrid warning gapèd wide,
And I awoke and found me here,
On the cold hill’s side.
And this is why I sojourn here,
Alone and palely loitering,
Though the sedge is withered from the lake,
And no birds sing.”

Naturalism: 1850-1900
• Fatalis3c Determinism: Biological, Poli3cal,
Psychological
• David Strauss, The Life of Jesus (1835-40)
• Tennyson, In Memoriam (1850)
• Crimean War of the 1850s
• The Origin of the Species 1859
• Karl Marx, Communist Manifesto
• The American Civil War of the 1860s
• Transla3on of Gilgamesh Flood Tablets 1871
• Freud Interpreta4ons of Dreams 1900

I.
My first thought was, he lied in every word,
That hoary cripple, with malicious eye
Askance to watch the working of his lie
On mine, and mouth scarce able to afford
Suppression of the glee, that pursed and scored
Its edge, at one more victim gained thereby.
II.
What else should he be set for, with his staff?
What, save to waylay with his lies, ensnare
All travellers who might find him posted there,
And ask the road? I guessed what skull-like laugh
Would break, what crutch 'gin write my epitaph
For pastime in the dusty thoroughfare,
III.
If at his counsel I should turn aside
Into that ominous tract which, all agree,
Hides the Dark Tower.Yet acquiescingly
I did turn as he pointed: neither pride
Nor hope rekindling at the end descried,
So much as gladness that some end might be.

XIX.
A sudden little river crossed my path
As unexpected as a serpent comes.
No sluggish tide congenial to the glooms;
This, as it frothed by, might have been a bath
For the fiend's glowing hoof---to see the wrath
Of its black eddy bespate with flakes and spumes.
XX.
So petty yet so spiteful! All along,
Low scrubby alders kneeled down over it;
Drenched willows flung them headlong in a fit
Of route despair, a suicidal throng:
The river which had done them all the wrong,
Whate'er that was, rolled by, deterred no whit.
XXI.
Which, while I forded,---good saints, how I feared
To set my foot upon a dead man's cheek,
Each step, or feel the spear I thrust to seek
For hollows, tangled in his hair or beard!
---It may have been a water-rat I speared,
But, ugh! it sounded like a baby's shriek.

XXII.
Glad was I when I reached the other bank.
Now for a better country. Vain presage!
Who were the strugglers, what war did they wage,
Whose savage trample thus could pad the dank
Soil to a plash? Toads in a poisoned tank,
Or wild cats in a red-hot iron cage--XXIII.
The fight must so have seemed in that fell cirque.
What penned them there, with all the plain to choose?
No foot-print leading to that horrid mews,
None out of it. Mad brewage set to work
Their brains, no doubt, like galley-slaves the Turk
Pits for his pastime, Christians against Jews.
XXIV.
And more than that---a furlong on---why, there!
What bad use was that engine for, that wheel,
Or brake, not wheel---that harrow fit to reel
Men's bodies out like silk? with all the air
Of Tophet's tool, on earth left unaware,
Or brought to sharpen its rusty teeth of steel.

XXV.
Then came a bit of stubbed ground, once a wood,
Next a marsh, it would seem, and now mere earth
Desperate and done with; (so a fool finds mirth,
Makes a thing and then mars it, till his mood
Changes and off he goes!) within a rood--Bog, clay and rubble, sand and stark black dearth.
XXVI.
Now blotches rankling, coloured gay and grim,
Now patches where some leanness of the soil's
Broke into moss or substances like boils;
Then came some palsied oak, a cleft in him
Like a distorted mouth that splits its rim
Gaping at death, and dies while it recoils.
XXVII.
And just as far as ever from the end!
Nought in the distance but the evening, nought
To point my footstep further! At the thought,
A great black bird, Apollyon's bosom-friend,
Sailed past, nor beat his wide wing dragon-penned
That brushed my cap---perchance the guide I sought.

“Faith” is a fine invention
For Gentlemen who see!
But Microscopes are prudent
In an Emergency
[….]

Those -- dying then,
Knew where they went -They went to God's Right Hand -That Hand is amputated now
And God cannot be found.
The abdication of Belief
Makes the Behavior small -Better an ignis fatuus
Than no illume at all.

I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,
And Mourners to and fro
Kept treading - treading - till it seemed
That Sense was breaking through And when they all were seated,
A Service, like a Drum Kept beating - beating - till I thought
My mind was going numb And then I heard them lift a Box
And creak across my Soul
With those same Boots of Lead, again,
Then Space - began to toll,
As all the Heavens were a Bell,
And Being, but an Ear,
And I, and Silence, some strange Race,
Wrecked, solitary, here And then a Plank in Reason, broke,
And I dropped down, and down And hit a World, at every plunge,
And Finished knowing - then -

I heard a Fly buzz - when I died The Stillness in the Room
Was like the Stillness in the Air Between the Heaves of Storm The Eyes around - had wrung them dry And Breaths were gathering firm
For that last Onset - when the King
Be witnessed - in the Room I willed my Keepsakes - Signed away
What portion of me be
Assignable - and then it was
There interposed a Fly With Blue - uncertain - stumbling Buzz Between the light - and me And then the Windows failed - and then
I could not see to see -

After great pain, a formal feeling comes –
The Nerves sit ceremonious, like Tombs –
The stiff Heart questions ‘was it He, that bore,’
And ‘Yesterday, or Centuries before’?
The Feet, mechanical, go round –
A Wooden way
Of Ground, or Air, or Ought –
Regardless grown,
A Quartz contentment, like a stone –
This is the Hour of Lead –
Remembered, if outlived,
As Freezing persons, recollect the Snow –
First – Chill – then Stupor – then the letting go –

Because I could not stop for Death –
He kindly stopped for me –
The Carriage held but just Ourselves –
And Immortality.
We slowly drove – He knew no haste
And I had put away
My labor and my leisure too,
For His Civility –
We passed the School, where Children strove
At Recess – in the Ring –
We passed the Fields of Gazing Grain –
We passed the Setting Sun –
Or rather – He passed Us –
The Dews drew quivering and Chill –
For only Gossamer, my Gown –
My Tippet – only Tulle –
We paused before a House that seemed
A Swelling of the Ground –
The Roof was scarcely visible –
The Cornice – in the Ground –
Since then – 'tis Centuries – and yet
Feels shorter than the Day
I first surmised the Horses' Heads
Were toward Eternity –

1
When lilacs last in the dooryard bloom’d,
And the great star early droop’d in the western sky in the night,
I mourn’d, and yet shall mourn with ever-returning spring.
Ever-returning spring, trinity sure to me you bring,
Lilac blooming perennial and drooping star in the west,
And thought of him I love.
2
O powerful western fallen star!
O shades of night—O moody, tearful night!
O great star disappear’d—O the black murk that hides the star!
O cruel hands that hold me powerless—O helpless soul of me!
O harsh surrounding cloud that will not free my soul.
3
In the dooryard fronting an old farm-house near the white-wash’d palings,
Stands the lilac-bush tall-growing with heart-shaped leaves of rich green,
With many a pointed blossom rising delicate, with the perfume strong I love,
With every leaf a miracle—and from this bush in the dooryard,
With delicate-color’d blossoms and heart-shaped leaves of rich green,
A sprig with its flower I break.
4
In the swamp in secluded recesses,
A shy and hidden bird is warbling a song.
Solitary the thrush,
The hermit withdrawn to himself, avoiding the settlements,
Sings by himself a song.
Song of the bleeding throat,
Death’s outlet song of life, (for well dear brother I know,
If thou wast not granted to sing thou would’st surely die.)

To the tally of my soul,
Loud and strong kept up the gray-brown bird,
With pure deliberate notes spreading filling the night.
Loud in the pines and cedars dim,
Clear in the freshness moist and the swamp-perfume,
And I with my comrades there in the night.
While my sight that was bound in my eyes unclosed,
As to long panoramas of visions.
And I saw askant the armies,
I saw as in noiseless dreams hundreds of battle-flags,
Borne through the smoke of the battles and pierc’d with missiles I saw them,
And carried hither and yon through the smoke, and torn and bloody,
And at last but a few shreds left on the staffs, (and all in silence,)
And the staffs all splinter’d and broken.
I saw battle-corpses, myriads of them,
And the white skeletons of young men, I saw them,
I saw the debris and debris of all the slain soldiers of the war,
But I saw they were not as was thought,
They themselves were fully at rest, they suffer’d not,
The living remain’d and suffer’d, the mother suffer’d,
And the wife and the child and the musing comrade suffer’d,
And the armies that remain’d suffer’d.

Out of the cradle endlessly rocking,
Out of the mocking-bird’s throat, the musical shuttle,
Out of the Ninth-month midnight,
Over the sterile sands and the fields beyond, where the child leaving his bed wander’d
alone, bareheaded, barefoot,
Down from the shower’d halo,
Up from the mystic play of shadows twining and twisting as if they were alive,
Out from the patches of briers and blackberries,
From the memories of the bird that chanted to me,
From your memories sad brother, from the fitful risings and fallings I heard,
From under that yellow half-moon late-risen and swollen as if with tears,
From those beginning notes of yearning and love there in the mist,
From the thousand responses of my heart never to cease,
From the myriad thence-arous’d words,
From the word stronger and more delicious than any,
From such as now they start the scene revisiting,
As a flock, twittering, rising, or overhead passing,
Borne hither, ere all eludes me, hurriedly,
A man, yet by these tears a little boy again,
Throwing myself on the sand, confronting the waves,
I, chanter of pains and joys, uniter of here and hereafter,
Taking all hints to use them, but swiftly leaping beyond them,
A reminiscence sing.

I lie here on this great immovable bed--it is nailed down, I believe--and follow
that pattern about by the hour. It is as good as gymnastics, I assure you. I start, we’ll say,
at the bottom, down in the corner over there where it has not been touched, and I
determine for the thousandth time that I will follow that pointless pattern to some sort of
a conclusion.
I know a little of the principle of design, and I know this thing was not arranged
on any laws of radiation, or alternation, or repetition, or symmetry, or anything else that
I ever heard of.
It is repeated, of course, by the breadths, but not otherwise.
Looked at in one way each breadth stands alone, the bloated curves and
flourishes--a kind of “debased Romanesque” with delirium tremens--go waddling up and
down in isolated columns of fatuity.
But, on the other hand, they connect diagonally, and the sprawling outlines run
off in great slanting waves of optic horror, like a lot of wallowing seaweeds in full chase.
The whole thing goes horizontally, too, at least it seems so, and I exhaust myself
in trying to distinguish the order of its going in that direction.
They have used a horizontal breadth for a frieze, and that adds wonderfully to
the confusion.
There is one end of the room where it is almost intact, and there, when the
crosslights fade and the low sun shines directly upon it, I can almost fancy radiation after
all,--the interminable grotesques seem to form around a common centre and rush off in
headlong plunges of equal distraction.
It makes me tired to follow it. I will take a nap I guess.

On a pattern like this, by daylight, there is a lack of sequence, a defiance of law,
that is a constant irritant to a normal mind.
The color is hideous enough, and unreliable enough, and infuriating enough, but
the pattern is torturing.
You think you have mastered it, but just as you get well underway in following,
it turns a back somersault and there you are. It slaps you in the face, knocks you down,
and tramples upon you. It is like a bad dream.
The outside pattern is a florid arabesque, reminding one of a fungus. If you can
imagine a toadstool in joints, an interminable string of toadstools, budding and sprouting
in endless convolutions--why, that is something like it.
That is, sometimes!
There is one marked peculiarity about this paper, a thing nobody seems to
notice but myself, and that is that it changes as the light changes.
When the sun shoots in through the east window--I always watch for that first
long, straight ray--it changes so quickly that I never can quite believe it.
That is why I watch it always.
By moonlight--the moon shines in all night when there is a moon--I wouldn’t
know it was the same paper.
At night in any kind of light, in twilight, candlelight, lamplight, and worst of all
by moonlight, it becomes bars! The outside pattern I mean, and the woman behind it is as
plain as can be.
I didn’t realize for a long time what the thing was that showed behind, that dim
sub-pattern, but now I am quite sure it is a woman.

I really have discovered something at last.
Through watching so much at night, when it changes so, I
have finally found out.
The front pattern does move--and no wonder! The woman
behind shakes it!
Sometimes I think there are a great many women behind,
and sometimes only one, and she crawls around fast, and her
crawling shakes it all over
Then in the very bright spots she keeps still, and in the
very shady spots she just takes hold of the bars and shakes them
hard.
And she is all the time trying to climb through. But
nobody could climb through that pattern--it strangles so; I think
that is why it has so many heads.
They get through, and then the pattern strangles them off
and turns them upside down, and makes their eyes white!
If those heads were covered or taken off it would not be
half so bad.

As the sun sank behind the hill-tops a long dark curtain fell upon the stage of
day, and the intervening hills cut short the time in which light and shade mingle at
sunset. I thought of going out for a ride, and was about to get up when I heard a foot-fall
on the steps behind. I looked back, but there was no one.
As I sat down again, thinking it to be an illusion, I heard many footfalls, as if a
large number of persons were rushing down the steps. A strange thrill of delight, slightly
tinged with fear, passed through my frame, and though there was not a figure before my
eyes, methought I saw a bevy of joyous maidens coming down the steps to bathe in the
Susta in that summer evening. Not a sound was in the valley, in the river, or in the palace,
to break the silence, but I distinctly heard the maidens’ gay and mirthful laugh, like the
gurgle of a spring gushing forth in a hundred cascades, as they ran past me, in quick
playful pursuit of each other, towards the river, without noticing me at all. As they were
invisible to me, so I was, as it were, invisible to them. The river was perfectly calm, but I
felt that its still, shallow, and clear waters were stirred suddenly by the splash of many an
arm jingling with bracelets, that the girls laughed and dashed and spattered water at one
another, that the feet of the fair swimmers tossed the tiny waves up in showers of pearl.
I felt a thrill at my heart--I cannot say whether the excitement was due to fear
or delight or curiosity. I had a strong desire to see them more clearly, but naught was
visible before me; I thought I could catch all that they said if I only strained my ears; but
however hard I strained them, I heard nothing but the chirping of the cicadas in the
woods. It seemed as if a dark curtain of 250 years was hanging before me, and I would
fain lift a corner of it tremblingly and peer through, though the assembly on the other
side was completely enveloped in darkness.

Next morning the whole affair appeared a queer fantasy. With a light heart I put
on a sola hat like the sahebs, and drove out to my work. I was to have written my
quarterly report that day, and expected to return late; but before it was dark I was
strangely drawn to my house--by what I could not say--I felt they were all waiting, and
that I should delay no longer. Leaving my report unfinished I rose, put on my sola hat, and
startling the dark, shady, desolate path with the rattle of my carriage, I reached the vast
silent palace standing on the gloomy skirts of the hills.
On the first floor the stairs led to a very spacious hall, its roof stretching wide
over ornamental arches resting on three rows of massive pillars, and groaning day and
night under the weight of its own intense solitude. The day had just closed, and the lamps
had not yet been lighted. As I pushed the door open a great bustle seemed to follow
within, as if a throng of people had broken up in confusion, and rushed out through the
doors and windows and corridors and verandas and rooms, to make its hurried escape.
As I saw no one I stood bewildered, my hair on end in a kind of ecstatic delight,
and a faint scent of attar and unguents almost effaced by age lingered in my nostrils.
Standing in the darkness of that vast desolate hall between the rows of those ancient
pillars, I could hear the gurgle of fountains plashing on the marble floor, a strange tune
on the guitar, the jingle of ornaments and the tinkle of anklets, the clang of bells tolling
the hours, the distant note of nahabat, the din of the crystal pendants of chandeliers
shaken by the breeze, the song of bulbuls from the cages in the corridors, the cackle of
storks in the gardens, all creating round me a strange unearthly music.

I saw nobody, but felt as if some one was gently pushing me. As I awoke she said not a
word, but beckoned me with her five fingers bedecked with rings to follow her cautiously. I got
up noiselessly, and, though not a soul save myself was there in the countless apartments of that
deserted palace with its slumbering sounds and waking echoes, I feared at every step lest any one
should wake up. Most of the rooms of the palace were always kept closed, and I had never entered
them.
I followed breathless and with silent steps my invisible guide--I cannot now say where.
What endless dark and narrow passages, what long corridors, what silent and solemn audiencechambers and close secret cells I crossed!
Though I could not see my fair guide, her form was not invisible to my mind’s eye,--an
Arab girl, her arms, hard and smooth as marble, visible through her loose sleeves, a thin veil
falling on her face from the fringe of her cap, and a curved dagger at her waist! Methought that
one of the thousand and one Arabian Nights had been wafted to me from the world of romance,
and that at the dead of night I was wending my way through the dark narrow alleys of slumbering
Bagdad to a trysting-place fraught with peril.
At last my fair guide stopped abruptly before a deep blue screen, and seemed to point to
something below. There was nothing there, but a sudden dread froze the blood in my heart-methought I saw there on the floor at the foot of the screen a terrible negro eunuch dressed in
rich brocade, sitting and dozing with outstretched legs, with a naked sword on his lap. My fair
guide lightly tripped over his legs and held up a fringe of the screen. I could catch a glimpse of a
part of the room spread with a Persian carpet--some one was sitting inside on a bed--I could not
see her, but only caught a glimpse of two exquisite feet in gold-embroidered slippers, hanging out
from loose saffron-coloured paijamas and placed idly on the orange-coloured velvet carpet. On
one side there was a bluish crystal tray on which a few apples, pears, oranges, and bunches of
grapes in plenty, two small cups and a gold-tinted decanter were evidently awaiting the guest. A
fragrant intoxicating vapour, issuing from a strange sort of incense that burned within, almost
overpowered my senses.

That day again at dead of night I heard the stifled heart-breaking sobs of some one--as if
below the bed, below the floor, below the stony foundation of that gigantic palace, from the
depths of a dark damp grave, a voice piteously cried and implored me: “Oh, rescue me! Break
through these doors of hard illusion, deathlike slumber and fruitless dreams, place me by your
side on the saddle, press me to your heart, and, riding through hills and woods and across the
river, take me to the warm radiance of your sunny rooms above!”
Who am I? Oh, how can I rescue thee? What drowning beauty, what incarnate passion
shall I drag to the shore from this wild eddy of dreams? O lovely ethereal apparition! Where didst
thou flourish and when? By what cool spring, under the shade of what date-groves, wast thou
born--in the lap of what homeless wanderer in the desert? What Bedouin snatched thee from thy
mother’s arms, an opening bud plucked from a wild creeper, placed thee on a horse swift as
lightning, crossed the burning sands, and took thee to the slave-market of what royal city? And
there, what officer of the Badshah, seeing the glory of thy bashful blossoming youth, paid for thee
in gold, placed thee in a golden palanquin, and offered thee as a present for the seraglio of his
master? And O, the history of that place! The music of the sareng, the jingle of anklets, the
occasional flash of daggers and the glowing wine of Shiraz poison, and the piercing flashing glance!
What infinite grandeur, what endless servitude! The slave-girls to thy right and left waved the
chamar, as diamonds flashed from their bracelets; the Badshah, the king of kings, fell on his knees
at thy snowy feet in bejewelled shoes, and outside the terrible Abyssinian eunuch, looking like a
messenger of death, but clothed like an angel, stood with a naked sword in his hand! Then, O,
thou flower of the desert, swept away by the blood-stained dazzling ocean of grandeur, with its
foam of jealousy, its rocks and shoals of intrigue, on what shore of cruel death wast thou cast, or
in what other land more splendid and more cruel?

